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Chapter 141 The Celebration Banquet 

For Kerr, he already had the whole world to own Nicole. 

After a piece of melodious piano music, Kerr took Nicole to finish the last round. She slightly bent over 

and bowed to Kerr with a happy smile on her face. 

Hand in hand, Kerr went straight to the stage and looked at everyone present, with firmness in his eyes. 

"Thank you for attending the celebration party of our company today. Our company has achieved a 

good result in the bidding. The credit goes to Nicole Ning standing beside me." 

"I'm so glad that the Gu Group has a talent like Director Ning." 

Kerr smiled at Nicole beside him. 

The site was full of applause. 

Nicole's face was slightly red, but she did not avoid Kerr's hot eyes. 

She knew that as long as she stayed with Kerr, she would often meet such kind of scene in the future. 

She couldn't let others feel that she was impertinent, because from now on, she represented no longer 

herself. 

"Besides." 

Kerr raised his hand to tell everyone to be quiet. 

"I have another private thing to share with you all. Nicole is not only the director of the Gu Group, but 

also my fiancee. Today, taking advantage of the celebration banquet, I will officially propose to her." 

He turned around and looked at Nicole. When everyone was too shocked to do anything, he took out a 

ring from his pocket and lifted it up in front of her. 

"Kerr... You? " 

Not only the people present, but also Nicole herself did not expect that what the announcement of 

identity that Kerr said was a straight proposal. 

"Nicole, are you willing to marry me as my only wife?" 

Kerr took a step back and when he was about to kneel down on one knee, he heard the sound from the 

entrance. 

"Mr. Gu, Uncle Kelvin is here." 

With unprecedented panic on his face, Jared walked up to Kerr. 

Hearing this, Kerr stopped and turned his face to look 



ave a conflict with the Gu family because of her. After all, the attitude of the Gu family was obviously 

clear. At this moment, there were too many people present, so she couldn't let the Gu family become a 

joke of others. 

"Mastership, his lordship is waiting for you in the lounge." 

When Kelvin passed the messages from Jack to Kerr, he cast a meaningful look at Nicole standing beside 

Kerr. 

"Brother, let's go to see Dad together." 

Moore winked at the host, who was a little stunned Then he fixed his eyes on Kerr. 

The host immediately came to his sense and changed the topic. Kerr took Nicole's hand and walked 

down the stage. 

He did not intend to meet with Jack. He was clear what Jack wanted to say to him. His proposal 

ceremony to Nicole had been ruined, so he could just leave here with her. 

Nicole kept silent and decided to leave it to Kerr to deal with. 

"Master, you'd better go and see my Lord. Mr. Su and Miss Ning's son are also in the lounge." 

Noticing that Kerr was about to leave, Kelvin had no choice but to use Jay to prevent him from leaving. 

Hearing that, Nicole stopped first, let go of Kerr's hand, and turned to look at the person in front of her 

with wide eyes. 

"What did you do to Jay?" 

Chapter 142 The Hidden Surprise 

Nicole was reminded of the threat from Kelvin that day, so she had to be cautious. 

Now she felt like her neck was grabbed by someone, and her breath was restricted. At this moment, she 

just wanted to see Jay safe and sound, and perhaps she shouldn't have allowed him to leave her sight. 

Kerr put his arm around Nicole's shoulder and tried to reassure her. He brought her to the lounge. 

Kelvin stepped forward and opened the door for Kerr and Nicole. The door closed off the music after 

everyone went in. 

The room, though called a lounge, was actually like a small banquet room. 

"Mommy!" 

When Jay saw Nicole coming, he jumped out of Harley's arms and ran towards her with his short legs. 

"Jay." 

Nicole bent down and held her son in her arms, grateful. She looked at Kerr who was with her and 

thought that as long as Jay was safe and sound, she would fear nothing. 



This time, she had to make an effort to strive for her happiness. This time, it was not only her own 

business, but the happiness of the three of them was in her hands. 

"Jay, come here." 

Kerr reached out his hand and took Jay over. Jay was heavier now. Obviously it was hard for Nicole to 

hold Jay. Kerr held Jay in one arm, the other hand holding Nicole's. 

For the first time in his life, he felt as if he had the whole world. 

"Nicole, long time no see!" 

A man in a navy blue suit came out from a corner of the lounge, his eyes fixed on Nicole, and he slowly 

walked towards her. 

"Sir, do we know each other?" 

Slightly frowning, Nicole looked at the strange man in front of her and then looked back at Fiona Zhao 

and Gregory Song who were standing behind her, her eyes full of vigilance. 

She held Kerr's hand even tighter unconsciously. 

"Nicole, you gave birth to our baby without me knowing it. He is growing up. 

Drugged one night by her ex-boyfriend, a mysterious man took advantage of her in an ecstatic night 

filled with sex. 

To take her revenge, she married the man, and used him. 

"As long as I'm alive, I'm still his legal wife, while all of you are just his mistresses." 

She remained adamant even when he was involved in scandals with other women. 

Eventually she stormed off after she learned that he had betrayed her again.But life brought her back to 

him a few years later, to his astonishment. 

, in his heart, he would never doubt their hard won relationship. 

"Okay." 

Nicole stood on her toes and kissed him in front of everyone. 

She only wanted to care about those important people, and for those unimportant people, she didn't 

have to spend energy to think about them. 

Nicole turned her head to meet the eyes of Mr. Tang. 

"Are you Mr. Tang? You said that I climbed into your bed for money seven years ago. So how much did 

you give me at that time, Mr. Tang? Where did I sleep with you? " 

If she had not woken up that morning and seen the small black mole on the man's earlobe, she would 

have doubted it. But now, no one could deceive her by the thing that night. 



"Don't you remember? I'll never forget that I've fallen in love with you since that night. I wanted to ask 

you to be my woman, but the next morning you just left because of some finance problem. " 

With a hint of disappointment on his face, Sven Tang shook his head. 

"Mr. Tang didn't answer my question. Don't tell me that Mr. Tang couldn't remember that night?" 

Nicole rested her head on Kerr's shoulder as if she was having a rest. 

As Nicole was doing so, she obviously felt that the temperature in the room dropped. 

Chapter 143 The Truth Being Late For Seven Years 

Many people were not satisfied with her act, but when Nicole looked at the hand holding her shoulder, 

she knew that Kerr was very satisfied. 

She couldn't make everyone happy, so she just needed to take good care of Kerr and Jay. 

"Room 1001, hale hotel." 

Looking at the leisurely expression of Nicole, Sven slightly frowned, but he was not as calm as he 

appeared to be. 

When Kerr heard the name of the hotel, he was taken aback. With his head slightly tilted, he saw the 

woman he was holding laughing secretly. All of a sudden, an idea occurred to him. 

Thinking of this possibility, Tim's breathing was a little unstable. Perhaps because he had expected it for 

too long, for the first time, he was a little nervous. 

"It's you!" 

At first, he thought no one knew what happened seven years ago, but nothing could be kept secret in 

the world. He didn't expect that his secret was discovered by this little woman, who was constantly 

tightening her arm holding Nicole's shoulder. 

"Idiot." 

Looking at the surprised look on Kerr's face, she muttered in a low voice but couldn't help smiling. It was 

a tense scene, but they weren't nervous at all. 

When Nicole spoke, she looked through Sven and saw Fiona and Gregory standing behind him. 

"It's a pity. After I got drunk that night, Miss Zhao sent me to room 1101." 

With a guilty conscience, Fiona took a step back and her face became unnatural. She blamed herself for 

everything that had happened in the past. Otherwise, she would not have gotten into such a big trouble 

today. 

Holding Fiona's arm, Gregory stepped forward to point at Nicole righteously. 

"Don't talk nonsense. I saw you walk into Mr. Tang's room," 

Moore took a step back and stood behind Kelvin, who covered everyone's sight with his body. 

Fortunately, everyone's attention was focused on Nico 
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ntented glance at Moore, who was standing in the end and enjoying the show. 

After a long time, Kerr let go of Nicole. He raised his hand and simply tidied up the messy hair for her. 

"Haha!" 

When Nicole opened her eyes, she saw the lipstick stained on the corner of Kerr's mouth. She stretched 

out her finger and gently wiped the lipstick away for him. 

"As a mother, you should behave yourself in public. Otherwise, it might affect the child's growth." 

Looking at Nicole, Freya wore a serious expression and said reproachfully. 

When Kerr heard his mother's voice, Kerr turned to look at her, with a mixture of complex emotions and 

hesitation in his eyes. 

"Thanks for your suggestion, Mrs. Gu. I know how to educate my son." 

Nicole hadn't figured out Freya's intention. When she had met her last time, she had thought that she 

would support her to be with Kerr. 

But looking at her attitude now, she knew that it was impossible to get her support. 

"A family is very important for a child's growth. Miss Ning, you should also know that. But as far as I 

know, the past has passed, and you should give priority to your child." 

Freya took out a few pieces of paper from her bag and handed them to Nicole. 

Chapter 144 Betray The Gu Family 

Then Freya looked at Jack, who was angry, and Moore, who was smiling, with deep meaning in her eyes. 

Nicole took the paper over from Freya and opened the paternity test in front of everyone. 

She saw the result was 99.3%. It was a comparative analysis of the blood of Jay and Sven. She knew 

what it meant. 

"Now that the paternity test is in place, there is nothing you can deny, Miss Ning. The result of the 

paternity test shows that Jay is indeed the son of Tang Sven." 

Freya's words gave hope to those who were waiting to laugh at Nicole. 



"Nicole Ning, what else do you have to say now? You just kept denying it? Now there is the irrefutable 

evidence! " 

Fiona stepped forward and accused Nicole confidently. 

"Nicole, I found you when you just came back to A City. I still miss our past. As long as you come back to 

me, I promise that I will give you and our child an answer." 

"I have already told you that you can't entangle with the Gu Group. You want to use Mr. Gu to help you 

build the Ning Group, but you can't tell such a big lie to the Gu Group." 

With his eyes full of resignation, Sven tried to persuade Nicole. 

"Miss Ning... Once I thought you really liked Kerr, so I gave in again and again. But I didn't expect that 

you could even use a little kid. " 

"I understand that you need money to rebuild the Ning Group, but you can't disclose the Gu company's 

information to outsiders. It's a very troublesome thing for the Gu Group. Do you know that?" 

When Sunny looked at the calm and collected Nicole, She stepped forward and looked at her with 

sadness in her eyes. When she finished, she raised her hand to cover her mouth, pretending to spill the 

beans. However, everyone present clearly heard what she said. 

"Did I say something wrong? We are just talking about lady Ning's baby, aren't we?" 

Taking a step back, Sunny 

, she worked very hard every day as she worked here and never betrayed the Gu Group. 

They could defame her, but they needed evidence to prove it. 

Even if she left the Gu Group today, they could not admit her contribution, but they could never smear 

her character like this. 

"Miss Ning, do you really have to make it so embarrassing? In fact, as long as you admit your mistake to 

Uncle Jack and take your children away from Kerr, I will help you persuade him not to look into your 

legal responsibilities. " 

"You know, you will go to prison for stealing business secrets!" 

Sunny pretended to be calm and persuaded Nicole kindly. 

Even now, Kerr didn't say a word. Sunny couldn't guess his mind at all. She was more and more restless 

in her heart, but she still maintained calm on the surface. 

"Thanks for your reminder, miss he. I remember that slandering and defaming can send people to 

prison. Since you are so confident that I have betrayed the Gu Group, you must have been well 

prepared. Show me the evidence you have prepared." 

Nicole didn't believe that Sunny was here to watch the fun. Since she had already prepared something 

for her, she was curious about it. If there was something wrong, she could solve it today. 

Chapter 145 My Woman Was None Of Your Business 



In case of any trouble in the future, Nicole wanted to solve everything today and live a peaceful life from 

now on. 

"You!" 

It was true that Sunny had prepared the gift, but it seemed that she did it deliberately when mentioned 

by Nicole. Controlling the anger in her heart, Sunny was hesitating if she should take it out. 

She turned around and looked at Fiona with a wicked smile. 

"Miss He, it was her own request. You don't have to go easy on her. Give it to me. I grew up with Nicole. 

I know what she is like. She won't give up until she sees the hard evidence." 

When Fiona saw the look in Sunny's eyes, she immediately understood what she meant and helped her. 

"Is that really good? After all, Miss Ning is also a woman. It will make you embarrassed. You'd better give 

up. " 

Although Sunny said she didn't want to, she had already taken out the photos in her bag. 

"Miss He, now that you've brought it with you, why don't you just show it to us? I know everyone here 

wants to see it," 

Nicole was very calm. She wasn't afraid of anything that she didn't feel guilty about. 

Looking at the arrogant behavior of Nicole, Fiona became angry. It seemed that Nicole had been very 

fortunate since she was a child. Nicole used to be the eldest daughter of Ning family. 

Whenever they met, Nicould would always be so happy. She could easily have something that Fiona had 

tried hard but couldn't get. She waited for a long time to see Ning family go bankrupt. 

She was finally able to be on the same level with Nicole then. But Nicole had gone to Manhattan and she 

was able to hook up with Kirk now. She had seen how he cared about Nicole before. 

Why? The more she thought about it, the angrier she became. Fiona took the photo from Sunny's hand 

and swung it towards Nicole. 

"Watch out!" 

In fact, though Kerr kept silent during the whole time, he had been keeping an eye o 
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father and everything would be fine. 



Standing on her toes, Nicole kissed on Jay's cheek. 

"Don't talk nonsense, you child. Your father is in front of you. Don't recognize him as your father." 

Frowning, Freya looked at the three happy people in front of her and reminded Jay. 

"Kerr, a kid doesn't know how to behave. You can't be willful or follow him. No matter what happens, 

you can't change your blood relationship. It will be the best choice for him to come back to his biological 

father." 

Jack pointed at Kerr and said in a firm tone. 

"Gu family never has a rule of raising a son of other family. Today, I give you two choices. The first one is 

that you let go of that child right now. You are still the CEO of Gu Group, and the successor of Gu family 

in the future. I can forgive her for betraying Gu Group." 

"Second, you have nothing to do with the Gu Group from now on. You can't get any privileges from the 

Gu family." 

This was the last chance that Jack gave to Kerr. He had been irritated by Kerr. 

Hearing what Jack said, Moore was happy. Standing by Jack's side, he said, "Father, don't be angry. My 

brother was just in a daze. Please give him more time. He will figure it out." 

Turning around, he looked at Kerr and said anxiously. 

Chapter 146 Choose Nicole 

"Brother, don't get angry with dad anymore. After all, you are the only descendant of Gu family. You 

should consider for Gu family." 

Looking at Kerr, Moore warned him calmly. His tone was full of consideration for him. 

Hearing the words of Jack and Moore, there was no change in the expression on Kerr's face. It seemed 

that he didn't hear what they said at all, but his eyes had been focused on Nicole who was in his arms. 

"If there is no 'third choice', I choose the second." 

Although Kerr had expected it, he still felt upset when he made the choice. After all, everyone in the Gu 

family could only see benefit. 

None cared about what he really needed in his heart. 

"Kerr..." 

When NIcole heard about the choice of Kerr, in addition to feeling touched, she was a little worried. 

After all, it was not a simple matter. In such a situation, even if Jack was really bluffing Kerr, he might 

take it seriously. 

Nicole reached out her hand and tugged at the sleeves of Kerr, hinting him not to be impulsive. 

But Kerr didn't care about it at all. He just shook his head slightly at Nicole. 

"Uncle Gu, don't worry. Mommy and I will always be there for you." 



Jay's sweet voice came into the ears of everyone present. 

There was happiness and relief in Kerr's eyes. Maybe this was what he wanted all the time. It had 

nothing to do with blood. 

Then he approached Jay and asked in a low voice, "why not call me dad?" 

Jay's eyes flashed a cunning look, and he whispered, "It depends on your future performance." After 

saying that, he turned up his neck, looking extremely arrogant. 

Kerr touched Jay's head and smiled helplessly. He turned to look at Nicole dotingly. 

"If there's nothing else, we'll leave. Both Nicole and Jay need rest." 

Holding the hand of Nicole, Jay was about to leave, but he knew that the farce wouldn't come to an end 

so easily. 

"Stop, Kerr Gu, if you da 

h Jack threatened Kerr with the Gu Group because of her existence, she believed that as the mother of 

Kerr, Freya would not allow others to have everything that belonged to Kerr. 

After that, Nicole was ready to leave with Kerr. 

Hearing that, Freya was obviously stunned. Although Nicole talked about Jay, Freya understood that she 

was actually asking her to protect everything for Kerr. 

"Stop! You can refuse to accept me, but you can't take my son away. Jay is my son. " 

Taking a look at Moore, who was standing in the end, Sven took a step forward and stopped Nicole, 

Looking at this, Harley stepped forward. 

"Give him to me. No matter what happens, he is still a child. It is not necessary for him to bear the 

mistakes that adults have made, and it is not necessary to accept the harm that adults bring to him." 

Harley nodded to Kerr and took over Jay from him, walking out of the lounge. 

Nicole looked at Harley with gratitude. 

Because of Kerr, Nicole was willing to believe Harley. 

When Jay passed by Sven, he looked at him with a smile. 

When the door of the lounge was closed, Jay patted on Harley's shoulder. 

"Uncle Su, put me down." 

Unaware of what was happening, Harley thought that Jay was going to the bathroom, so he put him 

down. 

Chapter 147 Knew The Truth Early 

Before Harley could say something, he saw Jay take out a black phone from his pocket and dialed a 

number. Then he covered his mouth with a little finger, motioning for Harley not to speak. 



"Honey." 

A woman's voice resounded from the other end of the line. 

Jay looked to be proud. 

"This is my father's phone. Who are you?" 

Resisting the urge to laugh, Jay spoke clearly. 

The woman at the other end of the line was confused when she heard the clear voice of a child. 

"What did you say? who are you? How did you get my husband's phone? " 

The woman asked Jay. 

"This is my father's cell phone. My father is with my mother now. If you don't believe me, you can come 

over to have a look. We are in the hotel of the Gu Group." 

Jay hanged up the phone. 

"Who are you calling?" 

Harley was confused. He squatted in front of Jay and looked at him strangely. He didn't know who his 

so-called father and mother were. 

"Uncle Su, can you take me to the door?" 

Jay raised his head and looked away. He didn't rush to answer Harley's question. 

"All right." 

Stretching out his hand, Harley held up Jay and walked towards the door. 

As expected, Jay remembered correctly, today was the celebration party of Gu Group, so Gu's Hotel 

didn't welcome any guests with no invitation. There were special security guards guarding at the door of 

the hotel, in case some people with vicious intentions might sneak in. 

However, in this case, Jay still saw someone come in. 

"Master Su." 

The security guards saw Harley and greeted him slightly. They didn't know who the boy was, but they 

knew who he was. 

"Later there will be someone sending a gift to Mr. Gu. It's a woman. Don't stop her. Just let her in." 

Jay gave orders to the staff without fear, just like a small adult giving advice. 

The staff looked at the baby in Harley's arms and then at Harley. He was a little hesitant. 

"Do as he said." 
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anyone, Jay ran all the way to the side of Sven. 

Glimpsing the woman appearing at the door, Jay raised a smile and tightly wrapped his little hands 

around Sven's legs. 

"Father!" 

The loud voice was clearly heard by the woman who had just entered the lounge. 

The rest were shocked. 

Nicole looked at Jay's behavior with a curious expression. Before she could ask him, he spoke first. 

"Father, don't you say you love me most?" 

Sven lowered his head and looked at Jay. When he was about to hold him up, he heard a familiar voice. 

"Sven Tang!" 

The woman who had just come in was none other than the wife of Sven Tang. She looked at what was 

happening in front of her and called out Sven's name loudly. 

"How dare you have borne such a bastard without my knowledge! How can you betray me?" 

The woman walked up to Sven and slapped him across the face. Instantly, tears welled up in her eyes, 

and her voice was filled with disappointment and sadness. 

"Honey, let me explain." 

Sven didn't expect that his wife would appear at this time, either. He felt guilty unconsciously. 

"What else do you want to explain? Do you still have conscience? When Tang Group faced the crisis, I 

was helping you. I didn't expect you to treat me like this when it just got better. " 

Chapter 148 There Is No Birthmark At All 

"Do you forget who helped you to beg... HMM. " 

Before she finished her words, Sven covered her mouth with his palm. His eyes became vague. 

Looking at the rattled expression on Sven's face, Jay covered his mouth and tittered. 

"Jay, come here." 

Kerr said as he reached out his hand towards Jay, worrying that the people he didn't know might hurt 

him. 



When hearing the voice of Kerr, Jay dashed to him and stood beside him quietly, watching the play he 

had arranged. 

"Enough!" 

Jack shouted to stop the panic as he looked at an anonymous woman making a scene. 

Because of Jack's voice, the lounge immediately quieted down and the woman was so scared that she 

forgot to cry. 

"It seems that Mr. Tang's wife doesn't know about your affair yet. How about we make it clear to all the 

people present about what happened seven years ago?" 

Nicole had never wanted to hold on to this, but since the people here did not intend to let her go, she 

did not need to be polite, and this was also important for changing the opinions of the Gu family. 

Although she never coveted anything from Kerr, she didn't want him to lose anything because of her. 

Love meant that two people would have a lot of happiness instead of one having to give up something 

just because he or she wanted to be together with someone. Otherwise, there would always be regrets 

in the end. 

Holding Kerr's hand tightly, Nicole felt the peace of mind that he brought to her. ? 

"Seven years ago... It's you... " 

Looking at the calm expression on Nicole's face and the angry look on his wife's face, Sven lost his 

previous confidence and even didn't have the courage to repeat what he just said. 

So he lowered his head. 

Nicole smiled faintly and continued the topic that Sven had broached. 

"Since you can't make it clear, then let me tell 
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"Since you are all curious about what happened seven years ago, I'll tell you everything now." 

Kerr stepped forward and turned around to look at Jack. 

No matter what the truth was, he would tell a lie for Nicole if she told it out. He could give a happy 

future for her and Jay. But now time after time, he had understood that 



maybe his explanation was not to win the recognition of his family, but to make everyone realize that 

Nicole Ning and Jay Ning were with him openly. 

"Seven years ago, I met Nicole, and all the details were about us. I told you this not to win your 

approval." 

"But I don't care whether they are accepted by Gu family or not. In my heart, Nicole is my only wife, and 

Jay is my son." 

Kerr said firmly, as if declaring war on Jack. 

"Don't think that everyone is the same as you who only care about the property of Gu family. If I have to 

make a choice between them and Gu family, you should know my decision." 

When Jack was about to say something, Freya walked to Jack and hinted him with her eyes not to 

irritate Kerr. Then she turned around and looked at Kerr with a smile. 

"Since it's a mistake, we will respect your feelings. We still can't be sure who the father of Jay is." 

Chapter 149 Dog Eats Dog 

"You can rest assured that the Gu family will naturally accept him. As for those who have made trouble 

out of nothing, the Gu family not welcome them. Please leave right away." 

Freya's eyes fell on Jane Lin, but the implication in her words was levelled against Fiona and Gregory. 

But nobody knew better than Freya Qin that the reason they could come here 

and had made such a mess, was closely related to Jane Lin. In that case, asking them to leave would 

prevent Jane from being involved. 

"Exactly! I didn't expect you to be so bold to make trouble on the Gu family's celebration party. Get out 

of here right now. " 

Jane understood what Freya meant at once, so she pretended to drive Fiona and Gregory away because 

she was afraid that they would give themselves away like Sven. 

Gregory thought of the day when his arm was broke by Kerr. That day, he just scolded Nicole a little but 

was beaten by Kerr. Today he made such a big trouble and he didn't know what Kerr would do to him. 

Thinking of this, Gregory immediately raised his leg and walked towards the door. 

"Stop!" 

Kerr didn't plan to let it go. Otherwise, he would have a lot of trouble in the future. Today, he was 

determined to punish them as a warning to others. 

After Jared heard what Kerr said, he immediately walked to the door, stood in front of Gregory and 

blocked his way. 

"Mr. Song and Miss. Zhao, wait." 

Gregory looked up at Jared and couldn't help shivering. 



The arrogant man got nervous immediately, but Nicole felt very relaxed. She stood behind Kerr quietly. 

From now on, she must learn to rely on Kerr. 

So, she decided to let Kerr deal with it. 

Holding the hands of Nicole and Jay, Kerr led them to sit on the sofa, and then turned around, looking at 

everyone in the room with contempt, like a king 

ona out so that there would be one to take the blame. Besides, he didn't have to offend Sunny. 

His wishful thinking was great, but he forgot that Fiona was not easy to deal with. 

Hearing that, Fiona was furious. Since she married into the Song family, she had never had a good day. 

Seven years ago, Sven didn't get Nicole, so he didn't invest in the Song family. 

As a matter of fact, the Song Group had been gradually on the wane under the leadership of Gregory 

Song. Now that he even wanted her to bear the blame, how could she accept it. 

"You're such a bastard, Gregory Song. You told me that you wanted to break up with Nicole long ago 

because she was so conservative, so you came to me and used her to get investment from Tang Group. 

Now you want me to be the only one who get involved? No way!" 

Fiona yelled as she dragged Gregory's clothes with fierce rage on her face. 

Seeing the dog-eat-dog scene, Nicole felt sad. The couple should be in the closest relationship, but when 

they were together, they were like birds in a cage, just running their separate ways when a disaster 

came. 

As Nicole looked up, she looked subconsciously at Kerr next to her and her eyes met his gentle ones. 

Chapter 150 Ill Go With You 

"No matter what happens, I'll be with you." 

Kerr knew what Nicole was thinking, so before she spoke, he made a promise to her. 

Even though the people present were thinking about how to separate them, Kerr still wouldn't let go of 

Nicole's hand. 

Nicole nodded and thought maybe she should learn to be the little woman behind Kerr. 

"What I said is true, Mr. Gu, you must believe me, it is all because of this woman, I am going to divorce 

with her." 

In order to clarify his position, Gregory Song directly reached pushed Fiona to the ground. He looked 

down at the embarrassed Fiona indifferently, as if the woman in front of him was not his wife at all. 

"Ah!" 

After she was pushed down to the ground by Gregory, Fiona screamed out. Because of the high heels, 

when she sat on the ground, she accidentally twisted her ankle, and a sharp pain made her face pale. 



"Gregory, I must have been blind to marry you. When the Song Group needs investment, you asked me 

to sleep with others. When the Song Group needs projects, you asked me to drink with them. Now Song 

Group closed down and you kicked me out." 

"Do you still have any conscience?" 

Fiona pointed at Gregory with a sad look on her face. 

Hearing what Fiona said, Nicole just sighed silently. It was Gregory and Fiona's own fault to come to this. 

Nicole was not a saint who could forgive those who had hurt her. 

Besides, they almost hurt Jay. Nicole won't forgive them about that. 

"Jared, take them out. I don't want to see them again. If they tell me what I want to know, I might 

change my mind." 

People like Gregory didn't deserve to talk with Kerr, and he didn't deserve to bother Kerr at all. 

"Yes, Master. I understand." 

When Jared was about to take Gregory away, he heard the voice of 

cessor of the family. 

When Nicole looked at Freya, she knew that she didn't want to invite her to the party sincerely, so she 

rejected her without hesitation. 

"I'm sorry, Mrs. Gu. It's too late now and Jay needs to have a rest, so I'm afraid I can't go with you. I'll 

visit you another day. I'm leaving now." 

She reached out her hand and tried to take over her Jay from Kerr, but he dodged. 

Ignoring Freya;s invitation, Kerr put his arm around Nicole's shoulder and looked at her gently. 

"Let's go home." 

For Kerr, where there were Nicole and Jay, there was his home. He had never felt the warmth of a family 

before. But today, with his own family, he would go all out to cherish it. 

When Nicole looked at the firm look of Kerr, she was comforted, but she did not really leave with him. 

She knew that it was enough for her to know that Kerr cared about her feelings very much. Even though 

Freya did not like her, she had to admit that Freya had been telling the truth. 

That is she couldn't let Kerr lose everything that belonged to him because of her. 

"Don't worry, I won't take a French leave. I'll wait for you at home. You can go back the Gu family 

today." 

 


